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From:  GARY NORTHINGTON  

Date:  4/23/2020 6:30:51 AM  

To:  Rudy Davis  

 

Attachments:  
 

 

DINGELL #2 

07 MAY 2020 

 

. . . . Gary M. Northington 193035 

. . . . 3510 N. Elm 

. . . . Jackson, MI 49201 

. . . . (517) 780-5000 email @ JPay.com 

 

Representative Debbie Dingell 

2328 Rayburn Building 

Washington, DC 20515-2216 

(202) 226-0731 

 

Dear Mrs. Dingell, 

 

First, COMMISSAR PELOSI-PUTIN delayed Congressional action on the COVID-19 

Pandemic by pushing a FAKE IMPEACHMENT from 2019 until 04 FEBRUARY 2020 while 

President TRUMP ACTED to stop the COVID-19 INFECTIONS by cutting-off travel from 

China in JANUARY 2020. Now, PELOSI is deliberately delaying of reparations for injury she 

caused to We the People with her delay of COVID-19 action caused by the FAKE 

IMPEACHMENT. 

 

Again, like my 07 APRIL 2020 letter to NERO PELOSI delaying the STIMULUS #2 BILL, 

NERO PELOSI is fiddling around with deliberate delay of Congress deciding on STIMULUS 

BILL #3 (I do not favor debt) while businesses and families are going bankrupt because of 

PELOSI's inaction. Families and children are starving while MARIE ANTOINETTE PELOSI 

(another of her multiple personalities) effectively said, "LET THEM HAVE THEIR ICE 

CREAM AND EAT IT TOO", while PELOSI rubbed her $12 servings of ice cream (from her 

$24,000 freezer) in their faces during a TV interview. Her blatant misconduct bought by 

DIRTY MONEY of mob violence and DIRTY MONEY of insider trading with Congressional 

investigative information stinks to highest heaven. 

 

NERO PELOSI falsely and constructively blamed President Trump for delay of PELOSI 

turning STIMULUS BILL #3 into STIMULUS BILL #3.5 when #3 could have been 

immediately enacted and #3.5 put into a later Bill. 

 

PELOSI's and the DEMONRATS' deliberate lack of care and concern for the poor, needy and 

disadvantaged is especially evident in Detroit; your area of control. The DEMONRATS, the 

party of slavery from the beginning, enslaves the poor and disadvantaged with costly Social 
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Welfare programs designed to keep such people from improving their place in life. (I once 

attempted to use one such program upon discharge from military service and read the fine 

print.) Your DEMONRAT Social Programs always seek to propagate the DEMONRATS' 

original sin of Slavery by Statute and the present Pandering. 

 

Having known persons that know your family and friends, I find it hard to believe that you and 

your late husband would acquiesce to NANNY PELOSI'S aforesaid abuses. You should 

seriously think of leaving the DEMONRAT Party and becoming an Independent or Republican. 

You are a decent lady and more like a moderate Republican than the DEMONRAT Slave 

Traders. 

 

. . . Sincerely, 

 

 

. . . /s/ Gary M. Northington 

 


